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Hydrothane HT provides outstanding durability and gloss in an easy to apply, low odor,
low VOC finish. Hydrothane HT is formulated for use on gymnasium and other high
traffic areas like restaurants, retail stores, shopping malls, and office buildings.
Hydrothane HT’s single part formulation provides comparible durability to two part,
crosslinked finishes without the risk of catalzying to much material that would have to
be discarded. Hydrothane HT’s  low odor formulation  is a pleasure to work with, levels
well, builds quickly and dries in approximately two hours. Hydrothane HT is non-
flammable, and utilizes green chemistry and has a low VOC content of 150 grams/liter. Product #561

High Gloss, Water Based, Oil Modified Urethane Wood
Finish For Gymnasiums And Other High Traffic Floors

HYDROTHANE HTHYDROTHANE HT

Satin Hydrothane HT provides outstanding durability and a low gloss, satin finish in an
easy to apply, low odor, low VOC finish. Satin Hydrothane HT is formulated for use on
residential and  high traffic commerical applications like restaurants, retail stores,
shopping malls, and office buildings. Satin Hydrothane HT’s single part formulation
provides comparible durability to two part, crosslinked finishes without the risk of
catalzying to much material that would need to be discarded. Satin Hydrothane HT’s
low odor formulation is is a pleasure to work with, levels well, builds quickly and dries
in approximately two hours to a warm satin finish. Satin Hydrothane HT is non-
flammable, utilizes green chemistry and has a low VOC content of 150 grams/liter.

Satin Gloss, Water Based, Oil Modified Urethane
Wood Finish For High Traffic

Commercial and Residential Floors

SATIN HYDROTHANE HTSATIN HYDROTHANE HT

Product #561S

Product #560

Hydrothane is a water based urethane formulated to provide professional results on
wood floors, furniture, and wood trim.  Hydrothane’s clear gloss finish and good
durability make it great for home and office floors that carry moderate traffic.  Hydrothane
is a pleasure to work with, levels well, dries in approximately one hour, is non-
flammable, and has virtually no odor.

Single Part Wood Finish For
Residential And Commercial Retail Applications

HYDROTHANEHYDROTHANE
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Wood Glow, Gloss Restorer heals and rejuvenates worn, tired looking wood floors in
an easy to apply, low odor, low VOC mop on formulation. Wood Glow Gloss Restorer
is formulated for use on high traffic areas like restaurants, retail stores, shopping malls,
and office buildings.  Wood Glow Gloss Restorer creates a high gloss, chemical and
cleaner resistant, tough,  barrier that resists traffic, scuffing and abrasion, to keep your
valuable wood floors protected and looking like new. Wood Glow Gloss Restorer is non-
flammable, utilizes green chemistry and has a low VOC content of 150 grams/liter.

Product #563

Gloss Restorer
WOOD GLOWWOOD GLOW

WOOD GLOWWOOD GLOW

Wood Glow is a safe versatile cleaner that effectively removes food & protein based
soils, grease, body oils, scuffs, and black heel marks from sealed wood surfaces
without dulling the gloss. Utilizing different dilution ratios, Wood Glow can be used
as a pre-finish-treatment when recoating gymnasium or other wood floors, as a cleaner
and degreaser in routine maintenance programs or full strength for spot cleaning
heavily soiled or greasy areas. Wood Glow quickly evaporates and will not dull, haze
or streak the floor, and no rinsing is required. Ideal for use on gymnasium and com-
mercial wood floors in restaurants, dining areas, retail stores and other areas where
heavy soil loads make maintenance a challenge.

Water Based, Cleaner/Degreaser
And Refinishing Prep For Wood Floors

Product #255

SYN-COAT

Syn-Coat is a water-based urethane/acrylic for poured or sheet urethane, rubber, or
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) sport flooring surfaces. Syn-Coat has excellent adhesion
and durability while remaining flexible enough for Sport Flooring materials. This flexibility
helps avoid the problems of fracturing and cracking often seen with some types of
finishes. Syn-Coat is easily maintained with Tops Neutral Cleaner for routine soil
conditions or Super Blue for heavier soil, and can be removed with Eliminator No-
Rinse stripper. Note: Not for use on Robbins Durathon or similarly porous floors.

Penetrating Sealer And Conditioner For
Synthetic Sports And Rubber Floors

Product #570

SYN-COAT


